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Transport and storage of liquid hydrogen (LH2) is currently the most attractive option for scaling up the hydrogen 

supply infrastructure. Hazards and associated risks for compressed gaseous hydrogen applications are 

relatively well investigated, yet there is less understanding of the hazards and associated risks for cryogenic 

hydrogen, including LH2. Validated models and tools are needed for hydrogen safety engineering of LH2 systems 

and infrastructure. This paper presents an overview of models developed and validated at HySAFER Centre of 

Ulster University, including within the PRESLHY project. These include models for assessment of hazard 

distances for incident scenarios. Experimental data have been used to validate the contemporary CFD models 

and build new correlations or reduced models. The analysed phenomena and relevant models are generally 

separated into three main pillars to assess consequences of incidents involving hydrogen: release and 

dispersion, ignition, and combustion. The developed and presented models are interconnected and can be used 

synergistically to provide a unified approach to the assessment of consequences of selected incident scenarios 

with LH2 starting from an initiating event. The models and tools aim to inform and underpin relevant Regulations 

Codes and Standards and assist stakeholders in performing hydrogen safety engineering. 

1. Introduction 

The scaling-up of the hydrogen supply infrastructure requires competitive techniques to store and transport 

large quantities of this energy carrier. Transport and storage of hydrogen as a liquid (LH2) is currently the most 

attractive solution to fulfil this need. The hazards and associated risks of new LH2 applications are not yet well 

understood in comparison with applications of compressed gaseous hydrogen. The European project PRESLHY 

(www.preslhy.eu) conducted pre-normative research for the inherently safer use of LH2 in non-industrial 

settings, addressing the knowledge gaps and open issues associated with behavior in accidental conditions. 

The research built on extensive experimental, theoretical and numerical studies addressing LH2 relevant 

phenomena: release and dispersion, ignition and combustion. One of the main outcomes of the project was the 

development and validation of predictive models and tools to assess consequences of incidents to underpin the 

development of incident prevention and mitigation strategies for LH2 systems. This paper presents an overview 

of the physical and CFD models developed and validated at Ulster University for the three main phenomena 

pillars. The final goal was to integrate models to the guidelines for inherently safer design of LH2 infrastructure, 

inform the relevant Regulations Codes and Standards and equip stakeholders with tools to perform 

professionally hydrogen safety engineering. 

2. Release and dispersion 

2.1 Release source modelling for steady state and transient releases 

Cryo-compressed hydrogen is generally stored at pressure up to 35 MPa. In the case of a release, an under-

expanded jet is created as pressure at the nozzle exit is above atmospheric. The under-expanded jet theory 

developed at Ulster University calculates the mass flow rate and the jet parameters at the real nozzle exit, in 

particular density, required to calculate the hazard distance, i.e. the size of flammable envelope, by application 

of the similarity law. Release conditions are calculated for chocked flow at the nozzle exit, isentropic expansion 
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and conservation of energy between the stagnation (tank) and release (nozzle exit) locations. It was observed 

that the Abel-Noble Equation of State (EoS) describes well the non-ideal behaviour of the gas at low 

temperatures for storage pressures up to 0.6 MPa. Figure 1a shows the calculated mass flow rate versus 

experimentally measured by Panda and Hecht (2017) for releases with temperature in the range 37-295 K and 

pressure up to 0.6 MPa. For storage pressures higher than 0.6 MPa, the high-accuracy Helmholtz energy 

formulations shall be used for the EoS, as implemented by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST). The under-expanded jet theory and non-adiabatic blowdown model developed previously at Ulster 

University were further advanced to account for the NIST EoS and the strong effect of heat transfer not only 

through the storage tank wall but also through the walls of the discharge line subjected to the ambient 

temperature. The non-adiabatic blowdown model demonstrated to reproduce accurately the storage pressure 

and temperature dynamics in sixteen tests performed within PRESLHY project at initial pressure 0.5-20 MPa 

and temperature 80-310 K, through release nozzle diameter of 0.5-4.0 mm, as shown in Figure 1b-c.  

   
(a)                                                  (b)                                              (c) 

Figure 1: Release source modelling for steady-state hydrogen releases (a). Modelling of non-adiabatic 

blowdown dynamics in the storage tank for transient hydrogen release with initial pressure and temperature of 

20 MPa and 80 K, and nozzle diameter of 0.5 mm (b-c).  

2.2 The similarity law for concentration decay in momentum-dominated jets 

The similarity law for under-expanded jets (Molkov, 2012) allows to calculate axial hydrogen concentration 

decay in momentum-dominated hydrogen jets:  

Cax = 5.4 √ρN ρs⁄  (𝑑 𝑥⁄ ).   (1) 

where 𝜌𝑁 is the density of hydrogen at the nozzle exit (calculated using Ulster’s under-expanded jet theory), 𝜌𝑠 

is the density of the surrounding air, d is the nozzle diameter and x is the distance from the release point. The 

similarity law was validated for hydrogen under-expanded jets with release temperature down to 80 K and 

pressure in the range 0.26–40 MPa in (Molkov, 2012). The similarity law validation was expanded in PRESLHY 

to releases with temperature as low as 50 K for pressure in the range 0.2-0.5 MPa through comparison with 

experiments by Hecht and Panda (2019), see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The similarity law and experimental data by Hecht and Panda (2019) on axial concentration decay in 

momentum-dominated under-expanded jets. 
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3. Ignition 

3.1 Determination of minimum ignition energy of hydrogen-air mixtures by spark ignition 

The ignition and combustion of hydrogen in air is considered more hazardous compared to other fuels due to 

the lower minimum ignition energy (MIE) and the wider flammability range. Spark discharge is the most common 

type of electrostatic ignition hazard. A theoretical model was developed to accurately predict MIE for hydrogen-

air mixtures with arbitrary initial composition and temperature, without relying on available experimental data as 

per methodologies available in literature. The MIE can be calculated as (Cirrone et al., 2023b): 

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
1

6
𝜋𝑑3𝜌𝑢𝑐𝑝,𝑢(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑢), (2) 

where d is the critical flame kernel diameter, 𝜌𝑢 is the density, 𝑐𝑝,𝑢 the specific heat at constant pressure and 𝑇𝑢 

the temperature for the unburnt mixture, 𝑇𝑏 is the temperature of the burnt mixture. The critical flame kernel 

diameter is calculated as 𝑑 = 2.5𝛿𝐿, with 𝛿𝐿 being the laminar flame thickness calculated using Blint’s definition 

(Poinsot and Veynante, 2005). The laminar flame thickness requires knowledge of the laminar burning velocity 

Su and properties of the hydrogen-air mixture, which are calculated by Chemkin software and correlations. The 

model is validated against PRESLHY experiments at ambient and cryogenic (down to 123 K) temperatures 

(Cirrone et al., 2023b). Results showed a slight increase of MIE for decreasing temperature of the mixture and 

that the effect of flame stretch and preferential diffusion shall be considered for accurate prediction. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of results from the developed model against PRESLHY experiments on hydrogen-air 

mixtures at initial temperature 173 K (Cirrone et al., 2023b). 

CFD modelling has been used to complement and support the theoretical model for determination of MIE, by 

providing insights into the effect of the experimental apparatus features, e.g. the electrodes’ size and shape, the 

flame kernel development, etc. The CFD model employs chemical kinetics, including 13 chemical species and 

37-step reduced chemical reaction for hydrogen-air combustion. The MIE is determined by progressively 

reducing the energy released in the spark channel and verify until which value released energy leads to ignition 

and formation of a flame kernel propagating outwards the spark channel. Figure 4a shows the ignition energies 

resulting in ignition or failure to ignite in simulations. Overall, it was found that simulations’ results well predict 

experimental measurements within the range of hydrogen concentrations in air 10-55 % by vol. Figure 4b shows 

the flame kernel growth from 45 to 500 μs via the temperature and OH mole fraction contours. The flame kernel 

starts to develop at 100 μs and then expands spherically.  

 

Figure 4: Comparison of CFD calculations of MIE in hydrogen-air mixture with initial temperature 288 K against 

experiments in (Lewis and von Elbe, 1961; Ono et al., 2007; Proust, 2021) - left. Flame kernel growth for 

T=288K, H2=29% by vol. in air, MIE=15 μJ - right. 
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3.2 Spontaneous ignition of cryogenic hydrogen 

Sudden releases of high-pressure hydrogen may spontaneously ignite by the so-called “diffusion ignition” 

mechanism. Several experimental and numerical studies have been performed on spontaneous ignition for 

compressed hydrogen at ambient temperature. A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model has been developed to 

investigate the effect of temperature decrease from ambient 300 K to cryogenic 80 K on the potential for 

spontaneous ignition by “diffusion mechanism” to occur in a T-shaped channel system after rupture of a burst 

disk (Cirrone et al., 2022d). The CFD model was first validated against experiments at atmospheric temperatures 

and then applied to cryo-compressed hydrogen. It was found that the pressure limit leading to spontaneous 

ignition of the cryo-compressed hydrogen at temperature 80 K is 9.4 MPa. This is more than 3 times larger than 

pressure limit for spontaneous ignition of 2.9 MPa in the same setup at ambient temperature of 300 K. 

4. Combustion 

4.1 The dimensionless correlation for the flame length of cryogenic hydrogen jet fires 

The dimensionless correlation for hydrogen jet flames allows to calculate the flame length of hydrogen jet fires.  

The correlation was developed in 2012 at Ulster University for ambient temperatures and is valid for laminar 

and turbulent flames, buoyancy-controlled and momentum-dominated fires, expanded and under-expanded jet 

fires (Molkov, 2012). The flame length (𝐿𝑓) normalized to the nozzle diameter (𝑑) depends only on the 

dimensionless quantity 𝑋 defined by density (𝜌𝑁), velocity (𝑢𝑁) and speed of sound (𝐶𝑁) at the nozzle exit, and 

density of the surrounding air (𝜌𝑠): 

𝑋 =
𝜌𝑁

𝜌𝑠
· (

𝑢𝑁

𝐶𝑁
)
3
.                                                                                                                 (4) 

In PRESLHY project, the correlation has been applied to cryogenic tests with release temperature in the range 

46-295 K (Panda & Hecht, 2017). Figure 5 shows that the correlation represents conservatively the experimental 

flame lengths measurements, with only few exceptions. The release temperature is found to greatly affect the 

resulting flame length. Considering as an example two releases with pressure 2 bar abs and nozzle diameter 

1.25 mm, the decrease of temperature from 185 K to 46 K leads to an increase in calculated flame length from 

0.40 m to 0.77 m. Consequently, the minimum hazard distance for humans increases from 1.4 m to 2.7 m.  

 

Figure 5: The dimensionless correlation for hydrogen jet flames against experiments at ambient temperature in 

Molkov (2012) (symbol: crosses) and cryogenic temperature in Panda and Hecht (2017) (symbol: diamonds). 

4.2 Thermal radiation from cryogenic hydrogen jet fires 

Jet flames originated by cryo-compressed ignited hydrogen releases can cause life-threatening conditions in 

their surroundings. A CFD model has been developed to accurately predict thermal hazards from a jet fire. The 

model was firstly validated against experiments with vertical cryogenic hydrogen jet fires with release pressures 

up to 0.5 MPa, release diameter 1.25 mm and temperatures as low as 50 K. Afterwards, it was validated against 

horizontal cryogenic jets at temperature 80 K, pressure up to 2 MPa abs and release diameters up to 4 mm 

(Cirrone et al., 2022b). Simulation results were compared against experimentally measured parameters as 

hydrogen mass flow rate, flame length and radiative heat flux at different locations from the jet fire. The CFD 

model reproduced experiments with 10-20% accuracy in the jet fire near-field, with only few exceptions. The 

CFD study demonstrated that for horizontal jet fires, the buoyancy of combustion products may have a significant 

mitigating effect on the reduction of hazard distances for horizontal jets as compared to vertical releases. 
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4.3 Overpressure from delayed ignition of cryogenic hydrogen jets 

The delayed ignition of a highly turbulent under-expanded hydrogen jet generates a blast wave able to harm 

people and damage property. An engineering tool has been developed to predict the pressure effects and to 

define the associated hazard distances (Cirrone et al., 2022a). The similitude analysis was applied to build a 

correlation using available data from 78 experiments in the wide range of hydrogen storage pressure of 0.5-

65.0 MPa, temperature of 80-300 K and release diameter of 0.5-52.5 mm. The dimensionless blast wave 

overpressure generated by delayed ignition and follow-up deflagration or detonation of hydrogen jets at any 

location from the jet, ∆𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑃0⁄ , is correlated to the original dimensionless parameter composed of the product 

of the dimensionless ratio of storage pressure to atmospheric pressure, 𝑃𝑠 𝑃0⁄ , and the ratio of the jet release 

nozzle diameter to the distance from the centre of location of the fast-burning near-stoichiometric mixture on the 

jet axis (30% of hydrogen in the air by volume) to the location of a target (personnel or property), 𝑑 𝑅𝑤⁄ : 

∆𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝 

𝑃0
=  5000 ∙ [(

𝑃𝑠

𝑃0
)
0.5
∙ (

𝑑

𝑅𝑤
)
2
]
0.95

. (5) 

The correlation can be used for the calculation of maximum blast wave overpressure for delayed ignition of 

under-expanded free hydrogen jet at arbitrary storage pressure, temperature, and release nozzle diameter.  

4.4 Pressure peaking phenomenon for ignited releases of cryogenic hydrogen in an enclosure 

Releases of hydrogen gas in a confined space, e.g. hydrogen storage rooms in marine vessel, plane or rail 

carriages, are found to produce pressure dynamics with a distinctive peak that exceeds the steady-state release 

pressure level. This phenomenon is defined as the pressure peaking phenomenon (PPP) and can be observed 

for gases with density lower than air. The magnitude of the pressure peak depends mainly on the hydrogen 

release rate, enclosure vent size and volume. The PPP was first revealed theoretically at Ulster University in 

2010 (Brennan et al., 2010). A CFD model has been developed to investigate the maximum overpressure and 

pressure dynamics during ignited hydrogen releases in a storage enclosure (Cirrone et al., 2022c). The CFD 

model was validated against large-scale experiments in a 15 m3 chamber performed by the University of South-

Eastern Norway for releases at ambient temperature. The CFD model employed a volumetric source approach 

to reduce computational time and demonstrated good engineering accuracy in predicting experimental pressure 

peaks with deviation from −14% to +11% for various release and ventilation scenarios. After validation against 

experiments, the CFD model was employed to investigate the effect of cryogenic temperature in the storage on 

the overpressure dynamics in the enclosure. For a storage pressure equal to 11.78 MPa, it was found that a 

decrease of storage temperature from 277 K to 100 K causes a twice larger pressure peak in the enclosure. 

4.5 Characterization of blast wave and fireball from BLEVE of LH2 storage systems 

LH2 is generally stored in double-wall, vacuum insulated tanks equipped with pressure relief devices (PRD). The 

PRD vents hydrogen to avoid the pressure build-up in a tank exchanging heat with the ambient, e.g. fire. If the 

PRD fails, or the structural integrity of the tank is compromised before the release of the stored hydrogen, a 

failure of the tank may happen, releasing the stored energy and producing a devastating blast wave, fireball and 

projectiles. A CFD approach has been developed to provide insights into the physical mechanisms leading to 

the generation of blast waves after LH2 storage tank rupture in a fire (Cirrone et al., 2023a). The thorough 

numerical analysis of BMW experiments (LH2 storage pressure in the range 0.2-1.13 MPa) allowed to conclude 

that the maximum pressure in the blast wave is generated by the gaseous phase starting shock enhanced by 

combustion reaction of hydrogen at the contact surface with air heated by the shock. The boiling liquid expanding 

vapour explosion (BLEVE) pressure peak follows the gaseous phase blast and is smaller in amplitude. The 

simulation results demonstrated that combustion at the contact surface contributes significantly to the generated 

blast wave, increasing the overpressure at 3 m from the tank up to 5 times. The developed CFD model can be 

used as a contemporary tool for hydrogen safety engineering, e.g. to assess hazard distances from LH2 storage.  

5. Conclusions 

This paper presented an overview of the models developed and validated by the authors to assess the hazards 

and consequences from incident scenarios involving LH2 and cryo-compressed hydrogen. The synergy and 

complementarities of physical and computational modelling are used to close the knowledge gaps and provide 

validated tools to assess relevant hazardous phenomena and incident scenarios. Experimental data from the 

literature and PRESLHY project were used for the validation of physical and CFD models. The under-expanded 

jet theory and non-adiabatic blowdown models developed at Ulster University accounting for NIST EoS can be 

used to accurately represent the release hydrogen sources at cryogenic temperature. Non-adiabatic blowdown 

modelling should account for the strong effect of heat transfer not only through the storage tank wall but also 
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through the walls of the discharge line exposed to the ambient temperature. The similarity law for hydrogen 

concentration decay in momentum-dominated jets is proven to be applicable to cryogenic hydrogen releases. 

Reduced and CFD models were developed to determine the minimum ignition energy (MIE) by spark ignition in 

hydrogen-air mixtures at ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The models were validated against experiments 

and showed a slight increase of MIE for decreasing temperature of the mixture. Large Eddy Simulations (LES) 

model was applied to assess the lower pressure limit to trigger spontaneous ignition by the so-called ignition 

mechanism during sudden release of hydrogen into vent piping.  

The dimensionless correlation for hydrogen jet flames developed at Ulster University for ambient temperatures 

is proven to be applicable for determination of hazard distances for cryogenic jet flames. The CFD study 

demonstrated that for horizontal jet fires, the buoyancy of combustion products may have a significant mitigating 

effect on the reduction of hazard distances for horizontal releases as compared to vertical releases. The 

application of similitude analysis to experimental data published by different research groups worldwide allowed 

to develop a unique correlation to predict the maximum overpressure generated by delayed ignition of hydrogen 

jets. The results of BLEVE rethinking allowed to understand and explain the pressure dynamics created by LH2 

vessels rupture in a fire using BMW experimental data. The developed engineering models and correlations can 

be used for hydrogen safety engineering to assess consequences of incidents and develop mitigation strategies 

for LH2 systems. They inform and underpin relevant Regulations Codes and Standards. 
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